Mushroom Wassail

Forrest Pierce
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Chant we now for the Chant-a-relle, its fronds and gills, and frills. Pine we now for the

fat Penny Bun, its heft and chub-by-necked thrills, its heft and chub-by-necked

thrills, its heft and chub-by-necked thrills, its heft and chub-by-necked
Cheer-y words for the Chicken of the Woods,

Woods that tastes like a little orange hen,

that tastes like a little orange hen, a little orange hen. Shave a snap of the

Shave a snap of the Shaggy Ink Cap' whose flesh makes ink for your

Shave a snap of the Shaggy Ink Cap' whose flesh makes ink for your

Shave a snap, whose flesh makes ink for your
pen, whose flesh makes ink for your pen, whose flesh makes ink for your pen, whose flesh makes ink for your pen, whose flesh makes ink for your pen, whose flesh makes ink for your pen, whose flesh makes ink for your... Flee from the stick of the stick of the stick of the... Flee from the stick of the... Flee from the stick of the... Flee from the stick of the... Flee from the stick of the...
Deft and apt is the round Death Cap, whose name is self and same.

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate!
Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a mush-room plate!

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a mush-room plate!

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a mush-room plate!

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a mush-room plate!

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a mush-room plate!

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a bright

Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! Mush-room plate! The for-a-ger wants a

mush-room plate! More we yell for the wrin-kl-y Mor-
mush-room plate! More we yell for the wrin-kl-y Mor-
mush-room plate! More we yell for the wrin-kl-y Mor-
mush-room plate! More we yell for the wrin-kl-y Mor-

mush-room plate! More we yell for the wrin-kl-y Mor-
el, the wrinkly Mor - el, its oak and sulph'ry el, the wrinkly Mor - el, its oak and sulph'ry el, the wrinkly Mor - el, its oak and sulph'ry

scent.

Chuffed and full sing the sum - mer truf - fle,

Chuffed and full sing the sum - mer truf - fle,

Chuffed and full sing the sum - mer truf - fle,

whose warts are black and

whose warts are black and

whose warts are black and
bent, whose warts are black and bent. Chuffed and full, sing the

summer Truffle, whose warts are black and bent.

There is no heaven like the rotten earth's leaven, the
rot-ten earth's leaven, when it fruits in shoots and
rot-ten earth's leaven, when it fruits in shoots and
rot-ten earth's leaven, when it fruits in shoots and

There is no hell like the rot-ten earth's 'shrooms.

bell that peals the meals of dooms.
bell that peals the meals of dooms.
bell that peals the meals of dooms.
Repeat the boxed melody, splitting apart into small groups and individual voices. Gradually become louder and faster, like an over-excited mushroom-hunting party in the forest.